THE FLOORING SOLUTION FOR YOUR

FITNESS FACILITIES

The optimal REGUPOL
flooring for your indoor and outdoor areas
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Endurance, Strength and Fun through Exercise
Movement and exercise are good for us in so many ways. No wonder more and
more people work out at gyms and fitness studios. However, outdoor fitness
areas and parkour facilities, as well as trampoline parks, are currently in great
demand.
In training, the right surface has a significant role to play. And this is precisely
where the sports-functional properties of our REGUPOL everroll fitness floors
provide the best support for athletes. Our gym and sports floors are comfortable and protect both, the athletes and the sub-base. There are plenty of colours
and decors to choose from to help you design the colour schemes of your facilities. Graphics, markings or lines for functional training are not only attractive
but a great help for athletes performing their particular exercises.
Our REGUPOL everroll fitness floors are extremely sustainable, as resources
from the production process can all be re-used.
So if you’re looking for flooring for your fitness studio, parkour area or trampoline hall, you’ve come to the right place, because whatever you need:

We've got it covered.
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THIS IS WHAT YOU CAN FIND

IN THE BROCHURE
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Colours & Decors
Our elastic fitness floors are available
in many different colours.

Designs & Accessories
We offer a wide range of possibilities
for customizing your floor and creating
individual designs.
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Applications
Our products can be used for a range
of very different applications.
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REGUPOL everroll fitness floors in numbers
All important facts and figures to do with our
gym and fitness floors.

Service, Quality and Sustainability
Our quality, our services and our
efforts to achieve sustainability.

REGUPOL Group
Who’s behind REGUPOL? Find out
more about our company and all our
overseas branches.
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REGUPOL EVERROLL

1 MIO.

FITNESS FLOORS
IN NUMBERS

over

m² produced every year

1,000
new references per year

60
over

approx.

over

100

25

countries with REGUPOL everroll references

standard decors

years of experience with REGUPOL everroll

Your benefit:
Our longstanding experience
worldwide enables us to
provide you with individual
advice and to help you choose
the right fitness floor.
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REGUPOL FITNESS FLOORING
FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR APPLICATIONS

Choose your area of application:
A

Outdoor fitness

B

Parkour

C

Trampoline parks

D

Changing areas

E

Indoor cycling

F

Physiotherapy

G

Free weights training & weightlifting

H

Martial arts

I

Reception areas

J

Group training / aerobics

K

Yoga

L

Cardio & machine training

M

Crossfit

N

Functional training

E
J
F
C

K

A

G

B

D

H

I

Further Information
Find out more about our REGUPOL fitness floors
at www.sports.regupol.com
Or contact us directly:
+49 2751 803 130 | fitness@regupol.eu
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OUR FLOOR FOR

RECEPTION AREAS
Inviting:
Different training and fitness areas different requirements on the floor. We’ll
help you find the right flooring to meet your
requirements

First impressions are vital for your fitness studio, too. Give your customers a
taste of what they can expect on the flooring of your training areas. Our REGUPOL
everroll fitness floors can just as easily be installed in foyers and reception areas,
as well as in the studio itself. They are comfortable under foot, slip-resistant and,
even in heavily frequented areas, extremely robust and long-lasting.
Optionally, the floor can be sealed on site. For maintenance purposes.

Thanks to our wide product range, we can fulfil a variety of requirements
with our standard products. We’ll be happy to develop a suitable solution
together with you to cover your particular needs.
Comfortable, hard-wearing and sound absorbing with great design
options – that’s what characterizes our sports floors for fitness centres
and outdoor areas. They also protect the screed sub-base beneath from
damage and are easy on athletes’ joints: a double dose of protection in one
flooring.

Rolls
Very hard-wearing, even in more frequented areas | great
variety of design possibilities to ensure a friendly
welcome | slip-resistant and easy to clean | standard thicknesses: 4 and 6 mm
Our products: REGUPOL everroll ultimate

Please refer to to the Consumer Product Information for each decor group.

And if you’d like to fit out other zones besides your
training areas, that’s no problem at all. Our elastic
fitness flooring can also be installed in foyers and
entrance areas.

Our advice:
Give your customers the right impression! Lines,
lettering or a logo can be applied onto your floor on
site. As per your own design and layout.
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OUR FLOOR FOR

CHANGING AREAS
Comfortable:
You want your customers to feel comfortable and at ease in your changing facilities. A calm, pleasant atmosphere puts people in a positive mood. Our REGUPOL
everroll flooring is comfortable, pleasantly warm under foot, has a really special
feel to it and reduces impact and airborne noise in your rooms.
Optionally, the floor can be sealed on site. For maintenance purposes.

Rolls
Comfortable | create a pleasant atmosphere | warm under
foot | standard thicknesses: 4 and 6 mm
Our products: REGUPOL everroll ultimate
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OUR FLOOR FOR

CARDIO & STRENGTH 					
			TRAINING
Robust and cushioning:
These are the features our REGUPOL everroll fitness floors provide for your
areas with cardio and stationary strength equipment. They can withstand high
point loads exerted by machines and are extremely durable and robust. That
makes our floor a long-lasting solution for your fitness studio.
When your customers get into the swing of things, so does your equipment. The
resulting vibrations are effectively reduced by our flooring.

Rolls
Resilient | firm enough to absorb static point loads to a
certain degree | standard thicknesses: 6 to 10 mm
Our products: REGUPOL everroll ultimate, REGUPOL
everroll vitality*, REGUPOL everroll classic*, REGUPOL
everroll essential*

Tiles
Extremely robust and resilient | long-lasting | cushioning |
standard thicknesses: 27 and 43 mm
Our products: REGUPOL everroll multitile*

*Please refer to the Consumer Product Information for each decor group.
You can find more on this from page 52.

Our advice:
Design your own Cardio section
according to your preferred
layout and design. Our Flooring
Designer enables you to virtually
install and view our decors in a
fitness studio.
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OUR FLOOR FOR

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING
Perfectly functional:
The complex physical activities in Functional Training are supported by our
REGUPOL everroll fitness floors.
Our floors are comfortable, relieve and support bodies and joints, enabling the
sportsmen and women to perform training sessions with their own body weight
much better. In addition, the floors create the optimal surface for exercises in
standing and supporting positions. The surfaces are extremely resilient and
also protect the sub-base. This is a decisive factor in protecting the building
itself, especially when working out with kettlebells, dumbbells and battle ropes.

Image © Escape Fitness

Rolls
Point elastic | slip-resistant with secure
foothold | standard thicknesses: 6 to 10
mm
Our products: REGUPOL everroll
ultimate

Multi-Layer System Build-Up
relieves and supports bodies and
joints | protects the sub-base | elastic
and resilient | various thicknesses
Our products: REGUPOL everroll
impact ultimate

Synthetic turf
Multifunctional applications | abrasion
and wear resistant | range of colours |
with or without REGUPOL shock pad
Our products: REGUPOL everroll turf
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Protecting the athletes
Our fitness floor stands for training that’s gentle on
joints, while providing a safe and secure footing. Its
elasticity relieves the strain on the body during the
training sessions. Its sports-functional properties
guarantee optimal training conditions.
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OUR FLOOR FOR

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING &
WEIGHT LIFTING
Robust and protective:
REGUPOL puts your customers on the best footing: Our fitness floors are slip-resistant and comfortable – a safe and secure base for training with dumbbells and
free weights.
However, our floor doesn’t only support the athletes but protects the sub-base
as well, because in free weight training or weight lifting, floor structures need to
withstand very heavy impacts. Our REGUPOL everroll fitness floors are extremely resilient and impact resistant.
You have acoustic challenges to deal with? When it comes to impact sound,
we’ll be happy to develop the right acoustic solution on a project specific basis.

Rolls
Resilient | protect the sub-base | extremely slip resistant |
standard thicknesses: 8 to 12 mm
Our products: REGUPOL everroll ultimate, REGUPOL
everroll vitality*, REGUPOL everroll classic*, REGUPOL
everroll essential*

Tiles
Increasingly protective function | good impact resistance |
loose lay | available in various thicknesses
Our products: REGUPOL everroll multitile*, REGUPOL
everroll crosstile*, REGUPOL sonusfit T-series*

Multi-Layer System Build-Up
Individual selection of protective function and comfort
levels | project-specific solutions for acoustic requirements
Our products: REGUPOL everroll impact*, REGUPOL sonusfit
M-series*
*Please refer to the Consumer Product Information for each decor group.You can find more on this from page 52.
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OUR FLOOR FOR

ACOUSTICS
Sound absorbing:
For multi-storey building complexes, especially in urban spaces, sound insulation is a major issue and regularly presents major challenges. Besides apartments, retail outlets, sales areas and offices, such building complexes often
accommodate fitness studios, too. The noise generated by workouts can often
be perceived as a disturbance, both in the studio itself and in other parts of the
building. With our products, you can effectively counter the problem of sound
transmission.
Besides our standard solutions, our experts are also on hand to provide special
designs and solutions. Our REGUPOL sonusfit C-series includes individual, project-specific solutions, which our experts will develop together with you based
on your project specific requirements.

Tiles
Protect the sub-base | robust | isolate structure-borne
sound | standard thicknesses: 45 and 70 mm
Our products: REGUPOL sonusfit T-series*

Multi-Layer System Build-Up
Protects the sub-base | robust | adapted to individual
requirements | isolates vibration and structure-borne
sound
Our products: REGUPOL sonusfit M-series*, REGUPOL
sonusfit C-series*
*Please refer to the Consumer Product Information for each decor group. You can find more on this
from page 52.
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OUR FLOOR FOR

INDOOR CYCLING
Durable and sound-absorbing:
Indoor cycling is extremely popular. It is strenuous but the benefits are very
effective in many different ways. It improves stamina and endurance and builds
up the leg muscles.
In cycling, it’s not just the athletes that move, but the bikes as well. They exert
force on the floor. But that’s no problem for our REGUPOL everroll fitness floors,
as they absorb this force transmission. And besides, they are robust, durable
and sound-reducing.

Rolls
Durable | stabilise the spinning bikes and protect the subbase | standard thicknesses: 4 to 10 mm
Our products: REGUPOL everroll ultimate, REGUPOL
everroll vitality*, REGUPOL everroll classic*, REGUPOL
everroll essential*
*Please refer to the Consumer Product Information for each decor group.
You can find more on this from page 52.

Our advice:
Increase your indoor cyclists’ motivation with the
right design: with our colours and decors, you can
brighten up your group training rooms or even imitate asphalt look with our grey tones. You can find all
our colours at the back of the brochure.
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OUR FLOOR FOR

GROUP TRAINING/
		 AEROBICS
Comfortable and elastic:
Active participants in any sport need a slip-resistant surface to carry out the
required moves safely and correctly. Our elastic REGUPOL everroll fitness floor
not only provides the perfect stance, but is also extremely comfortable.
In addition, its elasticity relieves the strain on athletes’ bodies and joints and
supports them when performing their exercises.

Rolls
Elastic | multifunctional applications | slip-resistant |
resilient | standard thicknesses: 6 and 8 mm
Our products: REGUPOL everroll ultimate

Mats
Resilient | comfortable | loose lay | support the body |
can be installed wall to wall to cover the entire room
Our products: REGUPOL everroll relax

More information:
Visit our website at www.regupol.com and find out
more about our products and services.
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Protecting the sub-base
Weights being dropped or put down hastily can
damage the screed. Thanks to their elasticity,
our sports floors protect the screed sub-base
from damage caused by heavy weights.
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OUR FLOOR FOR

YOGA

Promoting relaxation:
They key factors in yoga are breathing techniques and, above all, performing
the moves in the correct manner. The optimal base is therefore essential. Our
REGUPOL everroll fitness floors provide very good conditions for Yoga.
For your Yoga area, we can offer two different kinds of flooring: one type is rolls,
which are glued into place over the entire surface area, and the other is mats,
which are laid loosely. In combination with the actual Yoga mat, this provides
you with an almost perfect level of comfort. Our floors ease the strains on the
body and joints and are also extremely hard-wearing.

Rolls
Slip-resistant | comfortable | hard-wearing | easy on body
and joints | standard thicknesses: 4 and 6 mm
Our products: REGUPOL everroll ultimate

Mats
Can be laid flexibly | easy to store | different versions
available | can be installed across the entire floor area
Our products: REGUPOL everroll stretch, REGUPOL everroll
relax

Contact us directly
Rolls or mats? Or both? Just ask us!
We’ll be happy to help you find the perfect floor
for your Yoga area.
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OUR FLOOR FOR

PHYSIOTHERAPY
Gently does it:
A doubly accurate description for our REGUPOL everroll flooring, as its
properties support both patients and therapists.
One the one hand, patients benefit from the floor’s slip resistance, its special feel
and the colourful design options. During therapy sessions, the body receives
optimal support, relieving the strain on joints. And for floor exercises in particular, our mat provides additional comfort.
On the other hand, our floor surface also supports the therapists. In their daily
work, they spend a lot of their time on their feet. Our floor is very pleasant to
walk on and extremely comfortable - something that benefits both therapists
and patients.

Rolls
Elastic | slip-resistant | impact resistant | wide range of
colours | standard thicknesses: 4 and 6 mm
Our products: REGUPOL everroll ultimate

Mats
Quick and easy to lay | comfortable for floor exercises
Our products: REGUPOL everroll stretch

Any questions?
As an option, our fitness floors can also be sealed
on site. This ensures that high standards of hygiene
can be met. If you have any questions on this topic
or about cleaning our floors, you can find information on our detergents and cleaners, as well as
cleaning instructions online at www.regupol.com.
We’ll also be happy to advise you personally:
+49 2751 803 130 | fitness@regupol.eu
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OUR FLOOR FOR

CROSSFIT
Extremely strong:
And that’s not just the crossfitters themselves, but our REGUPOL everroll fitness
floors, too. Our floors are both comfortable and robust, so that jumps, burpees,
squats and rope skipping can be performed perfectly.
When things start to get tough and loud, our sports floor protects the athletes
and the sub-base. It also provides acoustic benefits during training with barbells, kettlebells, tires or battle ropes. We have an interesting selection of dark
toned surfaces to highlight the atmosphere in your Crossfit Box.
For training with sleds, our range also includes artificial turf, which can be
supplied with an elastic layer if needed.

Luise Mather

Rolls
Robust | resilient | protect the sub-base
| standard thicknesses: 8 to 12 mm
Our products: REGUPOL everroll
ultimate

Tiles
Protect the sub-base | extremely
durable | good rebound characteristics | available in various thicknesses
Our products: REGUPOL everroll
multitile ultimate

Floor build-ups
Comfortable | robust | good acoustic
properties
Our products: REGUPOL everroll impact
ultimate, REGUPOL sonusfit
M-series ultimate, REGUPOL sonusfit
C-series ultimate

Synthetic turf
Easy to lay | abrasion and wear
resistant | different colours | lines and
markings possible
Our products: REGUPOL everroll turf
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Acoustics
Our floors combine sports-functional and
acoustic properties. If you require special
acoustic solutions, we’ll be happy to provide
help and advice wherever we can. For this, we
can recommend our REGUPOL sonusfit range.
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OUR FLOOR FOR

MARTIAL ARTS
A big hit:
Our subsidiary REGUPOL ZEBRA Athletics has long been selling mats in the
USA and North America that fulfil the needs of many different martial arts
disciplines. With the ZEBRA brand, the company has made an excellent name
for itself. The mats are not only used in training but also at major competitions.
And now, the ZEBRA brand is also coming to Europe!

Martial Arts studios are equipped with ZEBRA mats for Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu (BJJ),
Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) and Asian martial arts. These sports are extremely
popular all over the world.
The ZEBRA portfolio doesn’t only include martial arts mats, but also additional
equipment for martial arts gyms.

Just one more thing:
You want to install the most suitable martial
arts mats for your project? Or are you on the lookout
for other equipment for martial arts gyms?
Just contact us or visit ZEBRA on the internet.

Our advertising partner – Peter Sobotta
Since 1st January 2019, Peter Sobotta has been our
official advertising partner. In 2018, the mixed martial
arts fighter opened his new training centre "Planet Eater",
which we fitted out with our martial arts mats and
additional martial arts equipment.
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OUR FLOOR FOR

OUTDOOR-FITNESS
High performance:
The fitness centre known as “the great outdoors”! Running, trim trails or new
trends like calisthenics get sports enthusiasts into shape and into sweat. For
outdoor fitness facilities, we have developed special flooring solutions with
properties that support motion sequences and movement patterns outdoors.
The floor surfaces ease the strain on the athletes’ joints during running, jumping and body weight exercises. But their sports functionality is not all they
have to offer. You can design your outdoor fitness areas according to your own
creative ideas.

Outdoor tiles
Robust and resilient | with fall protection properties |
flexible uses | available in various thicknesses
Our products: REGUPOL workout FX

Outdoor systems
Shock absorbing | combine fall protection with sports
functional properties | variety of design possibilities |
different installation heights | seamless
Our products: REGUPOL workout fun

Our advice:
Which colours best suit your project?
Try them out and see for yourself! With our
Flooring Designer, you can test any colour in a
virtual room. Can’t find the right one? Then why
not create your own tones in our colour mixer?
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OUR FLOOR FOR

PARKOUR
Combining a secure stance with fall protection:

EMG – Essen Marketing GmbH

When negotiating a parkour circuit, tracers need a solid surface, so they can
control the way they perform their moves. Our fall protection surface offers the
required resistance and simultaneously provides sufficient elasticity to ensure
the athletes’ safety in the event of a fall.
This means our floor can support tracers’ movements and also cuts out stumbling hazards, as it closes seamlessly around the parkour elements at the same
level. It also offers decisive benefits when it comes to maintenance and preventing vandalism.

Outdoor systems
Shock absorbing | combine fall protection with sports
functional properties | variety of design possibilities |
different installation heights | seamless
Our products: REGUPOL workout fun

Our advice:
We produce our outdoor systems with and
without fall protection. If you’d like to be sure
which variant is best for your project, no problem!
Just call us. We’ll be happy to advise you.
+49 2751 803 130 | fitness@regupol.eu

EMG – Essen Marketing GmbH

EMG – Essen Marketing GmbH
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Attractive design
Our fitness floors can be designed individually
in whatever colours you choose. Lines, training
concept graphics and markings are useful aids
for exercises and can also be real eyecatchers.

© ELEMENTS Fitness und Wellness
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OUR FLOOR FOR

TRAMPOLINE PARKS
Cushioning:
Trampoline parks are currently a huge trend, because they can combine movement with fun and enjoyment.
The special surface on our REGUPOL everroll fitness floors make them slip-resistant. This makes sure that the athletes in their jumping socks have a secure
footing, especially on the walkways between the different trampolines.
With the everroll floor structure, REGUPOL provides additional preventive properties for trampoline parks, which help to counter the risk of injury in the event
of falls. On top of this, they have a noticeably elastic feel, which makes the time
spent on the active jumping areas an exceptional experience.

Rolls
Slip-resistant | robust and resilient | large decor and colour
choice | in a thickness of 4 mm
Our products: REGUPOL everroll ultimate,
REGUPOL everroll vitality*, REGUPOL everroll classic*,
REGUPOL everroll essential*

Floor build-up
Pleasant and comfortable to walk on | fall protection |
good acoustic properties | range of colours and decors |
various thicknesses
Our products: REGUPOL everroll jump*
*Please refer to the Consumer Product Information for each decor group.
You can find more on this from page 52.

Our advice:
Our standard versions are versatile, but what if you
need an even more specific solution? No problem,
just ask us! We’ll be happy to work with you in developing a special system tailored to your specific
needs.
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COLOURS & DECORS
FOR REGUPOL FITNESS FLOORS

Rolls
With over 60 colours and decors to choose from, you can
design your fitness studio according to your very own
preferences. For instance, you can use the colours of your
corporate design or select different decors to highlight the
different training areas.

Outdoor tiles
You can also equip your outdoor area with our tiles. You
can choose from a range of different colours that imitate
natural surfaces. This creates the feeling of training out in
the open area.

Tiles
We have a great variety of standard colours in our range.
Depending on the order volume, we can also supply other
decors. If you are also laying rolls, you can match the colours of your tiles and rolls.

Outdoor systems
For your outdoor areas, we can provide you with a range
of over 20 colours to choose from. Design your outdoor
fitness areas according to your own individual p
 references.
You can separate one area from another by using different
colours

Mats
For your fitness areas, we have twelve different colour
variations in our portfolio. The cover fabric is always vinyl
with a rice straw surface pattern. You can choose one single colour or a combination of several.

Synthetic turf
You can choose from three standard colours and various
marking designs. We’ll also be happy to create customized
versions based on your individual ideas.

Multi-layer floor build-ups
These products are available in over 60 different colours.
You can choose single colour surfaces or a combination
of up to three different colours. This gives you the creative
scope to design your indoor sports areas according to your
own preferences.

We’ll be happy to send you a sample in the colour
of your choice or manufacture your floor covering
in a special colour on request.
Feel free to contact us:
+49 2751 803 130 | fitness@regupol.eu
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ROLLS & FLOOR
BUILD-UPS
COLOURS & DECORS
REGUPOL everroll ultimate

EDITION 4.0

REGUPOL everroll ultimate meets the currently valid EU requirements on a consumer product.

Toronto [1053*]

Manila [1105 | 1061*]

Osaka [1187]

Lima [1113]

Seattle [1010]

Galway [1009]

Yuma [1030]

Lagos [1008]

Jakarta [3003]

Kýpros [3002]

Calgary [1354 | 1056*]

Vancouver [1355 | 1055*] Oslo [1208 | 1350*]

Tokyo [1198]

Paris [1085 | 1351*]

Berlin [2005 | 1352*]

La Dique [1356 | 1155*]

Gotland [1348 | 1188*]

Pompeji [1194]

Boston [1112]

Marrakech [1238]

Mons [3138]

* = i ncreased light
fastness
Island [3000 | 1353*]

Nome [2004]

Helsinki [3001]

Edition 4.0 = brilliant colours and nonreflecting surface

Kush [2001]

Goa [2000]

Deviations from the
colours shown are
possible due to production batches and
brochure print.

© ELEMENTS Fitness und Wellness
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REGUPOL everroll vitality*

Berlin [3116]

Nome [3115]

Goa [3111]

REGUPOL everroll classic*

Kush [3112]

Berlin [3195]

Palau [3146]

Helsinki [3196]

Amsterdam [3185]

Kush [3150]

Glasgow

Bilbao [3159]

EDITION 4.0

Auckland [3241]

Nome [3121]

Palau [3031]

Sydney [3240]

Kush [3118]

Lhasa [3180]

Geneva [3117]

Amsterdam [3145]

Manaus [3032]

Melbourne [3029]

Berlin [3030]

Mons [3256]

Edition 4.0 = brilliant colours and nonreflecting surface

REGUPOL everroll essential*

EDITION 4.0

Bern [3122]

Goa [3033]

Perth [3239]

*Wherever direct, prolonged or repeated skin contact can be expected, the requirements for a Con
sumer Product currently valid within the EU must be met. Where this is not expected, your choice can
be made from the entire decor portfolio. Those product fulfilling the requirements of a “Consumer
Product”, are explicitly marked as such. Should any questions arise that need clarification, contact
your sales representative at our company directly or write to us using the contact form on our website
www.regupol.com..

Sidon [3148]

Marrakech [3276]

Deviations from the
colours shown are
possible due to
production batches
and brochure print.

Edition 4.0 = brilliant colours and nonreflecting surface

Deviations from the
colours shown are
possible due to
production batches
and brochure print.
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TILES

MATS

COLOURS & DECORS
REGUPOL everroll ultimate

COLOURS & DECORS
EDITION 4.0

REGUPOL everroll ultimate meets the currently valid EU requirements on a consumer product.

The REGUPOL Mats meet the currently valid EU requirements on a consumer product.

Orleans [1372]

Tokyo blue

Sky blue

Dark blue

Light green

Grass green

Basalt grey

Black

Classic green

Sand

Yellow

Orange

Red

Ottawa [1369]

REGUPOL everroll classic*

Berlin [3030]

Mons [3256]

EDITION 4.0

Goa [3033]

REGUPOL everroll crosstile*

By the way:
Our products can be manufactured in different
colours. Please check on our website to see
if the product is available in the colour of your
choice, or contact us directly:
+49 2751 803 130 | fitness@regupol.eu

Black
*Wherever direct, prolonged or repeated skin contact can be expected, the requirements for a Consumer Product currently valid within the EU must be met. Where this is not expected, your choice can
be made from the entire decor portfolio. Those product fulfilling the requirements of a “Consumer
Product”, are explicitly marked as such. Should any questions arise that need clarification, contact
your sales representative at our company directly or write to us using the contact form on our website www.regupol.com.

Deviations from the
colours shown are
possible due to
production batches
and brochure print.

Deviations from the
colours shown are
possible due to
production batches
and brochure print.
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SYNTHETIC TURF
COLOURS & DECORS
REGUPOL everroll turf*

Black

Bright green

Blue

By the way:
Our products can be manufactured in different
colours. Please check on our website to see
if the product is available in the colour of your
choice, or contact us directly:
+49 2751 803 130 | fitness@regupol.eu

*Wherever direct, prolonged or repeated skin contact can be expected, the requirements for a Consumer Product currently valid within the EU must be met. Where this is not expected, your choice can
be made from the entire decor portfolio. Those product fulfilling the requirements of a “Consumer
Product”, are explicitly marked as such. Should any questions arise that need clarification, contact
your sales representative at our company directly or write to us using the contact form on our website
www.regupol.com.

Deviations from the
colours shown are
possible due to
production batches
and brochure print.
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OUTDOOR TILES

OUTDOOR SYSTEMS

COLOURS & DECORS

COLOURS & DECORS

EPDM granulate

EPDM granulate

The REGUPOL outdoor systems meet the currently valid EU requirements on a consumer product.

The REGUPOL outdoor systems meet the currently valid EU requirements on a consumer product.

Dark grey

Middle grey

Grey

Eggshell

White

Beige

Dark grey

Middle grey

Grey

Eggshell

White

Beige

Yellow

Bright yellow

Beige brown

Brown

Red

Bright orange

Yellow

Bright yellow

Beige brown

Brown

Red

Bright orange

Bright red

Dark green

Green

Bright green

Bright blue

Blue

Bright red

Dark green

Green

Bright green

Bright blue

Blue

Pink

Lila

Dark blue

Pink

Lila

Dark blue

EPDM mulch
The REGUPOL outdoor tiles meet the currently valid EU requirements on a
consumer product.

By the way:

Brown-Beige

Green

Red

Deviations from the
colours shown are
possible due to
production batches
and brochure print.

Our products can be manufactured in different
colours. Please check on our website to see
if the product is available in the colour of your
choice, or contact us directly:
+49 2751 803 130 | fitness@regupol.eu

Deviations from the
colours shown are
possible due to
production batches
and brochure print.

y
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DESIGNS & ACCESSORIES
FOR REGUPOL EVERROLL FITNESS FLOORS

Primers, adhesives, moisture barriers
We’ll be happy to advise you, if you have any questions on
adhesives, primers or moisture barriers.

Individual design
You also have the option of applying logos, lines or lettering to your floor. This can be done using marking paint,
inlays in the floor or self-adhesive foils.
Our products: REGUPOL everroll range

Without sealant
Generally, our fitness floors are laid without a sealant. This
has a positive effect on the slip-resistance, the overall feel
and the matt appearance.
Our products: REGUPOL everroll range

Puzzle tiles
Our REGUPOL everroll fitness floors are also available
in puzzle tile format. The interlocking type floor can be
removed and re-laid quickly and easily.
Our products: REGUPOL everroll range

On-site sealing
A sealant makes the floors easier to clean, especially in
those areas which are heavily frequented and tend to show
dirt patterns.
Our products: REGUPOL everroll ultimate

My Creation
You’d like a colour we don’t have in our range? At a certain
order volume, we’ll be glad to fulfil special wishes and produce your floor in exactly the colour you want.
Our products: REGUPOL everroll range
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HOW DO YOU ENSURE
SOLUTIONS ARE SIMPLE AND SAFE?

TOGETHER.

REGUPOL has been in business for some 65 years and
enjoys a worldwide reputation. As a customer, you want
your supplier to provide you with the right solution backed
by professional expertise. Creative, committed and highly
motivated, our staff are here to do just that. As a result, our
customers trust us – something that is attested to by our
long-standing customer relationships.
Independent studies show that our staff – their expertise,
professionalism and commitment – are one of the key reasons why our customers choose REGUPOL products. We are
confident that our team can deliver the best solutions both
today and tomorrow.
REGUPOL leads when it comes to quality and service
With every thought, move and handshake, we strive to
make sure that REGUPOL is globally synonymous with great products and a wide range of different industries. Not
to mention excellent results, trust and high quality. In this
regard, we see ourselves as a service and quality leader.

This aspiration is encapsulated in our brand proposition:
"Good from the outset." We want customers to be sure
they have chosen the right solution, regardless of which
product they are working with. In fact, we strive to understand our customers and their needs in order to ensure
that results are good from the outset and that our customers’ expectations are exceeded. We can only perform
well if we truly understand what our customers need and
how we can help them achieve their goals. Only by doing
this can our work make them feel they have made the right
decision.
Our numerous references attest to our track record.
We have installed our products in the Burj Khalifa in Dubai,
in the Elbphilharmonie in Hamburg and in the Olympic Stadium in Berlin

Ask the experts about the best solution for your
project.
REGUPOL Germany +49 2751 803 0 |
info@regupol.de | www.regupol.com
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HOW DO YOU BECOME
MORE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY?

TOGETHER.

In the 1950s, polyurethane foam was new and very
expensive. Instead of using all of the material produced,
a considerable quantity was disposed. Our company was
founded in 1954 to reprocess this wasted material into
composite foam. Recycling is in our DNA.

1
Procurement

4
Take-back

2
Production

3
Durability

What is sustainable about our human resources policy?
All our staff in Germany are paid according to a chemical
industry-wide collective agreement. We are a recognised
provider of insulation solutions and attach particular importance training, which is why a large number of trainees
undergo their training in-house.

How sustainable are REGUPOL products?
The circular economy works when recycled products compete directly with new products – we have been proving
this for 65 years. REGUPOL products are typically made
from 75% to 95% recycled materials,, as are our sports
mats. However REGUFOAM products are made from
genuine raw materials.
What standards and legal requirements does REGUPOL
meet?
Our company has been fully DIN EN 14001 certified since
1997 and will remain so. In addition, our products and mats
comply with paragraph § 45 II No. 2 of the German draft
bill on recycling management. We hope that the clearly
formulated regulation will help make government action
more sustainable.

New Life: From the disposing to a recycling economy
REGUPOL is a founding member of the „Initiative NEW LIFE“
and commits to an optimal recycling economy, together
with the other member corporations. Jointly, the members
want to point out the advantages of recycling products from
ELT (End-of-Life-Tires) and motivate to act sustainably.
More about the initiative: www.initiative-new-life.de

REGUPOL’s CO2 balance sheet
In 2016, we partnered with the NRW Efficiency
Agency to create a CO2 location balance sheet,
showing our total greenhouse gas emissions
as CO2 equivalents. We are on the right track.
Find out more at www.regupol.com.
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HOW DO YOU GET TO THE TOP?

TOGETHER.

If you want to set the highest standards in construction, you will find a great partner in REGUPOL. In addition to our 65 year commitment to leadership,
REGUPOL is the building material of choice for experts worldwide.
As a fourth-generation family business, REGUPOL currently employs
700 people at eleven locations. Our customers come from over 132 countries
around the globe. For them, we recycle more than 90 000 tons of high-quality
plastics every year into products that set standards.
Our brand ambassador Usain Bolt – the fastest man in the world –
embodies our focus on performance through skill and will. Usain Bolt:
"I love Regupol running tracks. They are fast, they feel the same
everywhere on the track and they have no joints."

700

employees

11

locations worldwide

90.000

tons of high-quality
plastic per year

132

Our extensive range of training courses is just as targeted. Comprising business vocations, day release and mechanical and plant engineering,
the focus is very much on young people. They represent our future.
We are proud of their success.
We’ve got it covered.

countries with satisfied customers

REGUPOL America LLC
REGUPOL Australia Pty. Ltd.
REGUPOL Acoustics Middle East FZE
REGUPOL Schweiz AG
REGUPOL Zebra Athletics LLC
BSW Shanghai CO. LTD.

www.regupol.com
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